Problem detection in peer assessments between subjects by effective transfer learning and active learning
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ABSTRACT
Peer assessment adds value when students provide “helpful” feedback to their peers. But, this begs the question of how we determine “helpfulness.” One important aspect is whether the review detects problems in the submitted work. To recognize problem detection, researchers have employed NLP and machine-learning text classification methods. Past studies have used datasets that were narrowly focused on a small number of classes in specific academic fields. This paper reports on how well models trained on one dataset or field perform on data from classes that are unlike the classes whose data they have been trained on. Specifically we took a model developed with data from a computer science class with several programming assignments, and tried to transfer it onto an education class focused more on writing research papers. We have attempted to perform such a task on a few models including logistic regression classifier, random forest classifier, multinomial naive bayes classifier and support vector machine. We made several attempts to raise the accuracy of classification, including lemmatizing to deduct variation in data input, and active learning strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION
The term “peer assessment” means students reviewing each other’s work. The practice has been widely used for at least fifty years. It began as a face-to-face process, with students exchanging their papers. For the last twenty-five years or so, peer assessment has also been performed using online applications. Peer assessment has many advantages. From a pedagogical point of view, the greatest advantage is that it helps students understand the requirements for the assignment, and see how their work measures up to their peers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This helps them to improve their own work product. From an operational standpoint, peer assessment is scalable—no matter how many students are in the course, students’ work does not want for personal attention. This makes peer assessment especially useful for MOOCs, where it is frequently to provide feedback and to assign grades.

Student work on a MOOC can be graded in different ways. If objective questions are posed, such as multiple-choice and true/false questions, they can be automatically graded by software that checks whether answers match the key, while for subjective issues such as coding projects and essays, it becomes a bigger challenge. These platforms often utilize quantitative methods such as averaging reviewer scores on multiple sections of peer assessment related to the course assignment.

Current peer grading approaches are based on the numerical scores assigned to rubric items by each reviewer. Rarely do they utilize another very important piece of information: the justification given by reviewers for the grades they’re giving.

Fundamentally, the quality of a review is related to whether it identifies ways for the author to improve the work. Thus, it is important for the review to point out shortcomings or problems in the existing work. Other researchers [6] have done preliminary work in this area. They have looked at approaches to detecting suggestions [7], for the reason that suggestions help students act on improving the work they have done. Other work involves recognizing problem statements. A problem statement helps people realize the shortcomings in their work, and pointing out a problem does not require as much thinking as knowing what is wrong and coming up with a solution to correct the problem as making a suggestion does. In the context of peer review, if we could tell whether a comment contains one of these features (suggestion or problem statement), we could compare a reviewer’s work with other reviewers’ and urge him/her to add more to the review if his/her review lacks these features significantly. In order to accomplish it, a means of automatically detecting these features needs to be devised.

We have built text classifiers that can recognize whether a comment contains a problem statement; however there’s a drawback. As researchers know, text classifiers are very domain specific, that is if a classifier is trained on one specific domain, it will probably not perform well when used on another domain [8]. When MOOCs offer classes in multiple fields, the peer reviews in each class will have different language features. Useful sentiment features such as problem statements would not be the same in different classes. Traditionally, there would be multiple classifiers trained on each
one of the domains to achieve optimal performance. An issue with this approach is that there needs to be enough labeled data from each of these domains, which in a lot of cases is hard to achieve. Labeling is becoming one of the most expensive steps in machine learning, both from the perspective of time and of money [9]. However, there are a number of ways to work around this problem, if not completely mitigate it.

Researchers have demonstrated that traditional machine learning and deep learning technologies are useful for problem detection in peer review in the computer science field [10]. The researchers aim to generalize the problem detection function to different subjects. There are two potential methods for quickly building a model in a target domain and avoiding much of the time-consuming and expensive data labeling efforts. Such methods include transfer learning and active learning. With these two approaches, problem detection could be transferred quickly to a new field and at a reduced cost.

The first approach is to leverage transfer learning to transfer “knowledge” learned from the problem detection task in the computer science field to the other field. This process can use model insights gained from other datasets to expedite the construction of a new model while including only a small amount of labeled data in the target domain. In our case, we trained a problem detection classifier from data generated in a computer science class. One of the research questions we aim to discuss is leveraging transfer learning to effectively preserve the performance of the model when it is applied to other classes.

The second method is to utilize active learning to label abundant data and then apply machine learning algorithms or train deep neural network models on this automatically labeled data. This method is detailed in the implementations subsection of the experiment section of this paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Problem Detection

There have been plenty of attempts to apply natural language processing (NLP) techniques and machine-learning (ML) algorithms on automating various aspects of review assessment. Brun and Hagege [11] leveraged NLP techniques to identify suggestions in review text. Zingle et al [7] attempted to use different ML and Deep learning algorithms to determine whether a review text contains suggestions. They provided this information to the reviewer before the review was submitted, in order to encourage the reviewer to suggest solutions for problems in the work.

However, most of the current research related to applying NLP and ML on peer review is limited to one subject or ones filled with enough labeled data. For example, research from Zingle et al. [7] collected student annotated peer reviews from a graduate level computer science course and used this labeled data to train models for detecting suggestions in the course. The study by the Brun and Hagege [11] did similarly with abundant manually annotated customer reviews. To the best of our knowledge, there are no published papers that address the issue of how to apply NLP and ML on peer reviews in a field without abundant labeled data. This paper is based on previous research about detecting problem statements in peer assessments [10]. This paper focuses on detecting problem statements in a field without abundant labeled reviews by utilizing transfer learning and active learning.

2.2 Transfer Learning

In most traditional machine learning algorithms, an essential hypothesis is that the training data and test data must be in the same feature space and have the same distribution [13, 14]. If the feature space or latent distribution changes, sufficient labeled data from the new domain will be needed and the statistical model must be rebuilt from scratch. This approach can be time-consuming and expensive in many real-world applications like text classification and thus limits its development [15]. The peer-review comments from the computer science field and the peer-review comments from other subjects might be in the same feature space but in different distribution, where plenty of peer-review comments from each field must be labeled and a learner must be reconstructed from scratch for each subject.

In contrast, transfer learning, which is fundamentally motivated from a discussion in a NIPS-95 workshop [16], relaxes the hypothesis that the training data must be in the same feature space and identically distributed with the test data [13, 14]. The basic idea of transfer learning is to transfer “knowledge” learned from source tasks to different but related target tasks. This is to combat against the problem of an insufficiently large labeled training dataset and to improve the learning of the target task by reducing the labeling cost. In this case, only a small quantity of labeled data in the target domain is required. Negative transfer may occur, but a successful “transfer” would greatly improve the performance and reduce the cost of learning for the target task by avoiding much time-consuming and expensive data labeling efforts.

Pan and Yang [13] summarized various transfer learning settings and categorized transfer learning under three subsettings. These include inductive transfer learning, transductive transfer learning, and unsupervised transfer learning, based on different situations between the source and target domains and task. This paper is under the inductive transfer learning setting, which has different, yet related source and target domain tasks, where a sufficient quantity of labeled data is only required in the source domain. There are five main approaches for conducting the inductive transfer learning from literature. These approaches are instance-based transfer learning [17, 18], feature-representation transfer [19, 20], parameter-transfer [21, 22], relational-knowledge-transfer problem [23, 24], and Hybrid-based (instance and parameter) transfer learning [25, 26].

The parameter-transfer approach mentioned above is a simple but effective method for transferring “knowledge” by sharing parameters. Assumption of the approach is that some parameters are shared by source tasks and target tasks [13]. The “knowledge” is encoded into and transferred across tasks by those shared parameters.
2.3 Active Learning

Active Learning is a significant subfield of machine learning and a helpful technique in many real-world applications where there is abundant unlabeled data, but where labels are difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to acquire [27]. Active learning algorithms are allowed to interactively query a human annotator called teacher or oracle to label the new data point chosen by a predefined strategy and usually perform better with less labeled trained data. There are three main settings in which the learner may be able to query. These settings are membership query synthesis proposed by Angluin [28], steam-based selective sampling proposed by Cohn et al. [29] and pool-based active learning proposed by Lewis and Gale [30].

The most common active learning scenario is the pool-based active learning setting, which assumes that there is a smaller set of labeled data and a large pool of unlabeled instances. The key hypothesis of pool-based active learning is that the learning algorithm would perform better with less training if the algorithm could determine which instances in the pool are the most informative and is allowed to ask queries based on a certain query strategy. This would be in the form of unlabeled instances that are to be labelled by an oracle (e.g. a human annotator) [27, 30]. Hoi and et al. [30] investigated the pool-based scenario on large-scale text classification and first demonstrated the feasibility of batch mode pool-based setting active learning on the text categorization problem.

Under each active learning scenario, there have been a number of query strategies proposed for evaluating the informativeness of unlabeled instances. We evaluated the most common query strategies, uncertainty sampling published by Lewis and Gale [30]. The uncertainty sampling strategy selects the instance in the pool about which model is least certain on how to label observations according to an uncertainty measure like entropy.

In contrast to active learning, traditional passive learning would use a random sampling strategy to select instances from a large pool of unlabeled instances. This strategy generally underperforms compared with uncertainty sampling strategy thus is not adopted here.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1 Data

To train the problem statement classifier, we used a dataset pulled from the Expertiza system. Expertiza is a web based education platform instructors can use to distribute homework assignments and team projects. The key feature of this platform comes in later stages once students submit their work, where they assess the work product of other students by giving a numeric score as well as a comment to justify their decision. For team assignments, students would assess work done by other teams, as well as the contributions of their teammates.

In some of the classes, students are asked to annotate the comments they received with an incentive of extra credit with a “yes” or “no” on given metrics. For example, some metrics that the students label for include “Does the comment contain a problem statement?”, “Does the comment offers a suggestion?”, or “Was the comment localized to a particular place in the work?”. This is a valuable source of annotated data for our research, as students should be experts at annotating feedback on their own work. However, many times more steps are required to improve the quality of this data. On observing the annotations, we found a number of problems. Sometimes students would rush through the annotation with the goal of getting extra credit with minimal effort, leaving a trail of yes’s or no’s without actually reading the comments. Other times fatigue may set in while annotating a large number of comments, resulting in the accuracy of labels gradually dropping towards the end of the annotation process. To resolve this issue, the course staff and the research team checks labels applied by the students through random sampling of the students’ annotations. If it appeared that a student was not taking adequate care, that student’s annotations would be removed from the dataset.

We extracted data from computer science class projects. Since every member of the team is involved in annotating reviews they received for team projects, we were able to calculate inter rater reliability using Krippendorff’s alpha, which was relatively low at a value of 0.696. To improve the accuracy of our model, we decided to only take those data with consensus among all annotators, by removing those with any conflicted labels, which decreased the size of our dataset by 4649, resulting in an improved Krippendorff’s alpha of 1. We then further altered the dataset by downsampling the majority class by 313 observations to ensure a balanced proportion of classes.

To prove that language features, specifically for problem statements in this particular dataset could be transferred, we ran a test on three other datasets. The first composes Hotel product reviews, the second Amazon reviews, and the third a small dataset from a university level education class. The Hotel and Amazon datasets were found on the website Kaggle, which states that the data originated from the website Datafiniti. Two useful columns from the original datasets included a review score from the original 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being very bad to 5 being very good, and a column with the actual review text. From inspecting the data, we found that reviews with low ratings mentioned problems regarding the respective hotels or amazon products they were reviewing, while there was no mention of a problem in well rated reviews. Based on this information, we kept all the reviews with a rating of 1 or 2 and relabeled them all to the value 1 to represent that these reviews mentioned a problem. We then kept an equal quantity of positive reviews, all labeled 5, and relabeled these to the value 0 to represent that these reviews did not mention a problem.

The target domain dataset that we’re primarily trying to transfer is generated from the education class, which had been taught using the Expertiza system. The nature of assignments in this particular class involves much more writing in terms of research papers as compared with the project based assignment in the computer science class. Students in this class are not asked to annotate the feedback reviews they’ve received, thus creating an issue in terms of a lack of labeled data. Different members of the research team did some manual inspection and annotation on small subsets of this data, then removed those data entries with conflicting labels to reach a complete consensus. This dataset was man-
ually labeled by our research team as either 1 mentioning a problem, or 0 not mentioning a problem.

We started by preprocessing the text in all four of the datasets. Specifically, we removed all punctuation aside from sentence ending period marks. We then removed all special characters and numbers. We removed URL links and converted the text to lowercase. Afterwards, we decided to balance the datasets using downsampling in terms of class proportion for observations mentioning and not mentioning a problem. This helps with models, particularly Naïve Bayes, to prevent overpredicting a class based on the proportion of training data of a certain class instead of the input features. However, we did not balance the Education dataset since it was not being used to train the models and due to its small size. The total number of observations in the Expertiza, Hotel, Amazon, and Education datasets were 18354, 4460, 2442, and 172 (122 labeled 0 and 50 labeled 1) respectively.

Additionally, we have attempted to apply lemmatization and stopword removal to gauge its impact on model performance. The intuition of this is with lemmatization, we would reduce the variation of data embedding, helping the models to focus on important features to achieve better results.

3.2 Models

Before we could transfer knowledge into models that work in the target domain, some machine learning from the source domain is required. For this task, we pick four models including the Random Forest classifier, multinomial naive Bayes classifier, support vector machine, and logistic regression classifier. Each classifier used the same 90-10% train-test split with hyper parameters tuned using 5-fold cross-validation.

Leveraging the power of the Scikit-learn package, we were able to build a data pipeline for this task [31]. Cleaned data was funneled into a count vectorizer, then weight transformed with a TF-IDF transformer, before being used by the classifiers.

The logistic regression classifier uses a regression equation to produce discrete binary outputs through a sigmoid function. It learns the coefficients of each input feature through the fitting process just like in linear regression.

The random forest classifier uses an ensemble approach that fits multiple decision trees, then uses averaging to improve the accuracy of predictions as well as to avoid overfitting. The loss criterion to choose from includes gini and entropy.

The multinomial naïve Bayes classifier is a special instance of a naïve bayes classifier that follows a multinomial distribution for each feature \( p(f_i|c) \). The naïve Bayes model assumes that each of the features it uses for classification are independent of one another.

The support vector machine classifier works by establishing a decision boundary as well as a positive plane and a negative plane between classes. Anything in the positive plane is considered to have the characteristic under study. In our experiment, this is the presence of a problem in a reviewer’s comment.

We have also attempted doing the same task with a neural-network based model. One popular network structure in natural language processing is the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network. The LSTM takes the cleaned dataset as input, then using GloVe [32] embedding as a feature extractor before feeding them into a stacked LSTM and dense layers.

LSTM is a variation of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), with the modification of adding the functionality of forgetting information when new information is fed into the network. This particular network leverages existing advantages of memorizing information through timesteps, and in the meantime uses four gates to input, forget, update, and output information.

3.3 Implementations

To validate our ideas on if detecting problem statements could be transferred, we did some initial experiments by training models on one dataset and then test on another. Results of these experiments could be found in the following section of the paper, where we did observe signs of knowledge being transferred and proceeded to the next stage on improving model accuracy on new domains.

Apart from transferring existing knowledge from other domains, the other way to diminish the impact of lacking annotated data is active learning. Active learning helps researchers to lessen the effort annotation by selecting a subset of high value data to annotate. Different active learning strategies may generate different subsets of data, but the essence of doing so is that it would pick data that can bring more knowledge to the models compared with other data points.

During the active learning phase, we attempted applying uncertainty sampling strategy to actively learn the more important groups of data-points listed by each model respectively. Unlabeled data from the education class dataset is exposed to all four models, and they would go through predicting whether a problem statement is present in a comment, generating labels of 1’s and 0’s as well as corresponding confidence scores. Using the score, we could retain four subsets of data points of which the models’ confident scores are between 49% and 51%.

Two researchers then annotate over 100 of these data-points per subset, then remove conflicted entries, leaving 100 labeled data-points which each of these models are “curious” about. These observations are then appended to the computer science dataset which we originally trained the models with. Finally, the four models were re-trained separately.

4. RESULTS

In Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 the rows represent the dataset that was used to train the model. The columns represent the dataset that was tested on by the model. In the cases marked by the diagonal in the tables, we trained the models using 90% of the dataset and tested on the remaining 10%. The order of the sets of three values within each represent the results without any further text preprocessing, lemmatization, and stopword removal respectively.
When models are trained on one dataset and tested on another dataset without any prior knowledge for the target domain, we could expect some drop in performance. As we tested each model’s performance on different datasets, we validated this claim and found that the degradation of model performance is closely related to how much domains differ from each other.

For example, when we initially tested if something constituted a problem statement that was learned from the computer science dataset could be transferred to other domains, we found that despite a drop of 0.2 - 0.3 in F1 score, each model did receive a F1 score larger than 0.6 for most of the runs, which is better than the random guessing average of 50%. This is a sign of positive transferring of knowledge, thus proving our idea could work.

Apart from the naive Bayes classifier, we received good results when testing on the Education dataset. This could be caused by the nature of reviews towards computer science sharing more similarities with the education dataset since they are both done by students towards their peers, unlike the other two. Apart from that, we found the knowledge transferring to the Amazon dataset constantly outperforming knowledge transferring to the Hotel dataset. When closely observing the content of the Amazon dataset, we found it is focused on reviewing electronic devices such as Amazon Kindle and Kindle fire. The nature of such projects do share some similarity with reviewing an application built by a computer science student, and as expected we could find knowledge transferred better from a computer science class to Amazon reviews compared with those from the Hotel dataset. All of the findings above can be found in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. Unsurprisingly, when we compare transferring knowledge between different domains through datasets that we have acquired, it can also be found that transferring works the best between the two commercial review datasets, Amazon and Hotel, due to their nature being customer rather than peer reviews.

We analyzed the most important features most models used for prediction by examining feature coefficients from these models. The results of this examination also aligned with our observations. Within the top 20 positive and negative coefficients, we found 5 pairs of shared features between the computer science dataset and Amazon dataset. We also found 6 pairs between the computer science dataset and Hotel dataset. Furthermore, there were 7 pairs of shared features between the Amazon dataset and Hotel dataset.

The models resulted in similar performances with and without the use of lemmatization for training and testing on the same dataset. Lemmatization did increase the accuracy when models were trained on the Hotel dataset and tested on the Amazon dataset, and vice versa. However, stopword removal led to a significant decrease in classifier performance in all cases except for when the models were trained and tested on the same dataset for the Hotel and Amazon dataset, in which case the performance was around the same.

The logistic regression classifier and support vector machine led to the best results when training and testing on the same dataset, with the exception of multinomial naive bayes when using the Hotel dataset. Otherwise, the multinomial naive bayes classifier performed the worst, particularly when attempting to predict observations found in the Education dataset.

When tested and trained on the same dataset, the models performed well with f1-scores ranging from mid 80s to mid 90s.

To bring up the accuracy when we transfer a model onto another domain, we did some active learning attempts. By using the uncertainty sampling strategy, each of the four models were exposed to the unlabeled education dataset, then the top hundred data points denoted unsure by each model is extracted. Each of these data points had a confidence between 49% and 51%, and were presented to an oracle (human annotator) for labeling. After removing conflicting labels, these subsets of data were appended to the original computer science dataset individually based on which model mentioned the uncertainty, then used to retrain each model respectively.

We found that with a very small carefully picked set of data, we could regain a considerable amount of accuracy after transferring a model onto a new domain. As could be seen in Figure 1, which details the affects of adding the target domain data from active learning to the computer science dataset, all models gained accuracy with Naive Bayes benefiting the most from this process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>0.89 / 0.89 / 0.83</td>
<td>0.70 / 0.69 / 0.68</td>
<td>0.70 / 0.71 / 0.63</td>
<td>0.73 / 0.69 / 0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>0.68 / 0.68 / 0.55</td>
<td>0.94 / 0.93 / 0.94</td>
<td>0.82 / 0.85 / 0.8</td>
<td>0.65 / 0.63 / 0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>0.60 / 0.58 / 0.47</td>
<td>0.78 / 0.81 / 0.76</td>
<td>0.95 / 0.93 / 0.93</td>
<td>0.65 / 0.63 / 0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*without preprocessing / with lemmatization / with stopword removed

### Table 2: F1 Score Random Forest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>0.88 / 0.89 / 0.82</td>
<td>0.62 / 0.60 / 0.62</td>
<td>0.66 / 0.65 / 0.57</td>
<td>0.68 / 0.65 / 0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>0.74 / 0.74 / 0.59</td>
<td>0.91 / 0.90 / 0.92</td>
<td>0.73 / 0.74 / 0.73</td>
<td>0.61 / 0.63 / 0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>0.58 / 0.54 / 0.43</td>
<td>0.73 / 0.75 / 0.72</td>
<td>0.91 / 0.93 / 0.91</td>
<td>0.62 / 0.55 / 0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: F1 Score Naive Bayes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>0.86 / 0.85 / 0.80</td>
<td>0.55 / 0.55 / 0.53</td>
<td>0.56 / 0.58 / 0.54</td>
<td>0.50 / 0.55 / 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.56 / 0.53 / 0.50</td>
<td>0.95 / 0.95 / 0.93</td>
<td>0.79 / 0.82 / 0.78</td>
<td>0.57 / 0.54 / 0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: F1 Score Support Vector Machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>0.90 / 0.90 / 0.83</td>
<td>0.69 / 0.68 / 0.67</td>
<td>0.69 / 0.70 / 0.63</td>
<td>0.74 / 0.69 / 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.66 / 0.66 / 0.56</td>
<td>0.93 / 0.94 / 0.94</td>
<td>0.83 / 0.85 / 0.80</td>
<td>0.65 / 0.62 / 0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: F1 Improvements with Active Learning

There are also a few things we noticed that did not work. Ordinary data preprocessing techniques such as lemmatizing and mainly stopword removal actually reduced model performance in terms of accuracy on all four models. From reviewing the coefficients, we found that many times the tense and plurality of words actually matters, let alone a lot of the stop words. For example auxiliary verbs such as “could” and “should” often implies a problem needs to be corrected, and words implying contrast such as “but” and “however” are used to bring up readers’ attention before mentioning dissatisfaction. When these elements of language are removed, predicting whether a comment contains a problem becomes harder.

Apart from this, attempts on generating uncertain data from Neural network models and then re-train itself with resolved uncertainty does not show significant differences compared with training itself on more randomly selected samples. Results for both approaches have a F1 score fluctuate between 0.69 and 0.71 without significant differences. This could be because each time a neural network is trained, it restructures itself in a different way. With each perceptron (neuron) being a small classifier by itself, what is used to carry important knowledge to one network state might not hold as much value when the network is in a new state.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we could use models trained on one domain that classify certain sentiment components on other domains. We have tested doing problem detection between two distinctly different classes, and are confident about detecting other useful things such as suggestions or problem localizers. Results in the previous section have presented that with very little human intervention, each of the classifiers could regain a significant amount of its accuracy.

This is a very important step if we are to build a system that could promote students writing better reviews in different domains and different class settings. Furthermore, if we are to automate the grading process by involving inputs from peer assessment, we would certainly want to use features such as “how many suggestions are made” or “how many problems did the reviewer find” to gauge the quality of peer grading. Being able to analyze these features across peer assessments from different subjects becomes increasingly important.

In the future, we plan to explore the possibility of using transfer learning and active learning on neural network models and to continue building a review helpfulness evaluator across different subjects. In the long run, we would like to create a system that automatically assigns grades to students based on both numerical and textual peer assessments.
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